
The "lmpulse Rocket"

A rocket propels itself through space by expelling a stream of hot gas

through an engine nozzle at the rear of the rocket. The hot gas,

known as the exhaust, has a velocity v".

As a mass of hot gas Am is exhausted out the back of the rocket at a

velocity v", the rocket of mass M will increase its velocity by Av.
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By Newton's Third Law (for every action there is an equal and

opposite reaction) we have

Amv" =MAv

We can measure the amount of impulse in a period of one second

being provided by the exhaust and call this the thrust of the rocket:

Thrust=Amv" l1s

Notice that the greater the thrust the faster the rocket accelerates. ln

our example we shall consider a constant thrust rocket since it is the

easiest type of rocket to build and launch. Let us call it an "impulse

rocket".
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Since M is the mass remaining in the rocket after the hot gas of mass

Am has been expelled out the back of the rocket we can find the

change in the veloci$ of the rocket,

Av = (Am v")/ M
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Consider an "impulse rocket" that rocket that expels 1/10 of its total

mass as exhaust at any particular time. This means that

Am = 1110 total mass, and

M = 9110 total mass

Am / 1Y1 = (1/10) I (9110) = 1/g

Every time we expel the mass Am from this "impulse rocket" the

velocity of the rocket changes by

Av = (Am/M) Ve = 1/9 v"

For this simple example the change in the rocket's velocig is

constant. Using n as a "time increment", the mass and velocity at

time n are

lnn = (0.90)n mo

vn=(fl/9)v"
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The mass and the velocity as a function of time increment n is:

time mn/ mo vn I ve

0 0 0

1 9/10 = 0.90 119 = 0.11

2 (9110)'= 0.81 219 = 0.22

J (9/10)" = 0.73 3/9 = 0.33

4 (9/10)" = 0.66 319 = 0.44

5 (9/10)'= 0.59 5/9 = 0.56

6 (9/10)" = 0.53 619 = 0.67

7 (9/10)' = 0.48 719 = O.78

8 (9/10)" = 0.43 819 = 0.89

9 (9/10)" = 0.39 9/9 = 1.00

10 (9/10) '' = 0.35 1AI9 = 1.11

11 (9/10)' ' = 0.31 1119 = 1.22

12 (9/10)'" = 0.28 1219 = 1.33

13 (9/10)'" = 0.25 1319 = 1.44

14 (9/10)'" = A.23 1419 = 1.56

15 (9/10)'" = A.21 1519 = 1.67

mn / mo along the vertical axis and

vn / v" along the horizontal axis .
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What do you notice about the velocity-mass curve for the "impulse

rocket":

F The rocket can eventually travel faster than the exhaust

velocity. This is counter-intuitive but is a crucial feature of

rocket flight. For instance, to get into orbit we need to travel

over 20 times the speed of sound, yet the exhaust from a rocket

motor travels only a little faster than three to four times the

speed of sound. lf a rocket could not travel faster than its

exhaust it would never make it lnto orbit.

F As the rocket gets lighter and lighter the rocket ends up going

faster and faster (it accelerates as it expels more and more

fuel). Eventually you get to a point where a small amount of

exhaust produces a very large increase in velocig.

speed for the rocket. The point at which the rocket engine is

shut off is known as "cut-off' (during a televised rocket launch

you might have heard the expression MECO - which means

"main engine cut-off').

F The shape of the velocity-mass curve for the "impulse rocket" is

very similar to the shape of the curve for radioactive decay.
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Let us further explore the velocity-mass curve for the "impulse

rocket".

What can we learn by recognizing that its shape is very similar to the

shape of the curve for radioactive decay?

The mathematical statement of the mass of the "impulse rocket" is

very simple:

at any particular moment n the change in the mass at moment n

(Am") is proportional to the mass at moment n, namely mn

Amn oq mn

Amn =( mn

where k is a constant ( in this example k = 1/ 9).

There is a theorem in mathematics that applies to systems with this

type of characteristic:

The Theorem of Exponential Processes: if the decrease in the

quantity in a system is proportional to that quantity, then the system

will experience exponential decay, and the logarithm of the quantity

will decrease linearly with respect to the independent variable.
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What this means is that we can draw a second graph with a

logarithmic scale that will reveal an interesting expression for the

"impulse rocket":

e of the value of the ration (mn I rilo) = (0.90)n and

increment n (remember that vn - (n / 9) v" ).

You should get a straight line that slopes down the page towards the

right hand lower corner of the graph !

This leads to an equation that relates ln (mz I m1) to the exhaust

veloci$ v" and the velocity at v2 Efid v1 .

the Rocket Equation:

v" ln (mrlmr)=vz - vr

The rocket equation relates the mass of the rocket at two different

times to the velocity of the rocket at these times.
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